
Contrary to what we think,  it 's  normal for newborn babies to sleep for
short periods and to be awake a lot at night t ime.  Newborns have a lot
of l ight sleep,  and this is  good because it  protects against SIDS.
Understanding that this is  normal can be a shock to the system, but can
help us adjust our expectations of what our babies are capable of .

Babies need us to help regulate their nervous system.  They need to be
held a lot and have their needs met promptly.   This helps to grow their
brain and helps soothe them.  In the f irst  few weeks,  focus on getting to
know your baby,  how they signal  their needs and what their sleepy signs
are.  Identifying sleepy signs means you can faci l itate sleep easi ly.

If  you're breastfeeding,  feed regularly (usually 10-12 t imes in 24 hours)
and when your baby cues for feeding,  rather than on schedule.   I f  you're
bottlefeeding,  feed on cue and use a paced bottlefeeding technique.   A
tummy that is  comfortably ful l ,  but not overfi l led,  wil l  help a baby sleep
better.   I f  you are having feeding issues,  get help.

Newborn babies don't  make melatonin,  so can't  distinguish between day
and night.   Getting out during the day and getting some natural  l ight
helps to set their circadian rhythm.  I f  your baby is  napping during the
day,  keep the bl inds open, but dim the indoor l ights a couple of hours
before bedtime.  

Sleep tips for newborns
Newborn sleep can be a surprise to parents

Focus on getting to know your baby

Get feeding well established

Start to set the circadian rhythm
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Is it normal? 
Newborns have a sleep cycle that lasts around 30-40 minutes and
that's all they might sleep at one go!  You'll probably find that your
baby needs to nap quite frequently - maybe every hour or so.  Total
sleep in 24 hours for a newborn is around 15-18 hours in total.

If you're worried, or you'd like further support with sleep, feeding,
fussy behaviour, you can book a free phone call with me on my
website:  www.rebeccascottpillai.co.uk/booking 

Prioritize safe sleep
Babies should sleep in the same room as an adult for at least the first
six months - day and night. 
Always put your baby down on his/her back to sleep, and feet to foot:  
at the bottom of the cot/moses basket, so they can't move down
under the covers.
Make sure that the room isn't too warm (around 16-20 C). 
Make sure that the baby's sleep space is clear - no cot bumpers, toys
or loose covers.
(More information on safe sleep on the Lullaby Trust website)

Routines
If you aren't a routine person, then it's perfectly ok to just get out and
about.  Your baby will sleep when they need to.  Some people go with
the attitude that "daytime is for living, night time is for sleeping".
Other parents like a bit of consistency, so if that is more your style,
introduce a short nap routine that you can use when your baby starts
to look tired, and a slightly longer routine for bedtime.  But follow
your baby's cues, rather than a strict schedule!  Strict schedules only
work for a small number of babies and often cause more stress than
actually helping to improve sleep.

Feeding to sleep is the easiest way to help your baby sleep!  For the
first few weeks, this might be all you want to do.  When you feel ready,
it might be helpful to add in some other sleep cues too:  cuddling,
rocking, patting, shushing, a lullaby or white noise.  This means that
your baby doesn't become reliant on one cue for falling alseep.  There
are no bad habits when it comes to helping your child sleep - if it
works for you and makes life easier, use it!
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Sleep cues


